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CONVOLUTION OPERATORS OF WEAK TYPE (2,2)
WHICH ARE NOT OF STRONG TYPE (2,2)

RYSZARD SZWARC

Abstract. It is well known that if G is a locally compact and amenable group then

the Banach spaces of operators of weak type (2,2) and of strong type (2,2)

commuting with the right translations on G are the same. In contrast we show that if

G is a nonabelian free group then there exists an operator of weak type (2,2)

commuting with the right translations on G which is not of strong type (2.2).

Introduction. Let G be a locally compact group. We let L\(G), L2°°(C7) be the

Banach spaces of convolution operators of respectively strong type (2.2), weak type

(2,2). By convolution operator we mean a linear operator from one space of

functions on G that is closed under right translations to another such space, that

commutes with right translations. We always have: L\(G) C Lf°°(G). M. Cowling

proved that if G is an amenable group then these two spaces coincide [2, Theorem

5.4], In this note we show that if G is a nonabelian free group then L\(G) ^ L2X(G).

Preliminaries. Let G be a locally compact group and m a fixed left invariant Haar

measure on G. For a function /in 0(G) + L°°(G) let /* denote the unique right

continuous positive function on R+ which is of the same distribution as the function

|/| . By/** we denote the function defined on R+ by

r >(,) = (}).#•<*>*.

The Lorentz space Lpq(G) is the Banach space of m-measurable functions/on G for

which

i/iU
(tWpf**(t))q dt/t\     ,     1 </?=£ oo, 1 =£<?< oo,

sup (tWpf**(t)), 1 <p < oo, q = oo,
i>0

is finite. Up to equivalence of norms LPP(G) = LP(G). If p > 1 then the conjugate

Banach space of LpA is Lp'-°°, where \/p + \/p' = 1. The duality is given by the

formula

(*) (f,g) = ff(x)g(x)dm(x).       fEL»\gEL»~.
Jr.
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We need also the following

Proposition [4, p. 259], Suppose T is a linear operator which maps characteristic

functions x¿. rn(E) < oo, into a Banach space B and II7x/.-II < HIXfrlL.i where c is

independent of E. Then there exists a unique linear extension of T to a continuous map

of Lpl into B and 117/11 < cxc\\ f II   ,, where c, depends only on p.

A linear operator 7": LP(G) — LpXl(G) is called of weak type (p. p) if it is

bounded. In contrast, by definition T: LP(G) -* LP(G) is bounded if and only if T

is of strong type (p, p). The spaces of operators commuting with the right transla-

tions on G which are of weak type (p.p), of strong type (p,p) we denote

respectively LP°°(G), LP(G). Generally, following [2], if T is a continuous linear

operator from Lp,q to Lpr (1 < p < oo. 1 < q. r *£ oo) commuting with the right

translations we will say that T belongs to Lp-r

The case of the free groups. Let G be a free group on r generators, r > 2. For

a- G G let | x | denote the usual length of the word x that is the number of factors in

generators or their inverses which are needed to write x as a reduced word. Let x„

denote the characteristic function of the words of length n. Let us regard x„ as the

element of L22x( G ) or L\( G ) acting by left convolution. By [ 1,5] :

Lemma.

of n.

IIX,

\xJiA

,: = 2r(2r- 1 )"'[■] + n(r-

<b[3(n + l)],/2(2r - 1)'":.

v «P-
\,r'%2r- 1)"

where b is a constant independent

Proof. First let us compute the norm II x„ II,.; . By Proposition it suffices to act

only on characteristic functions. Let g be the characteristic function of a finite set

E C G. Without loss of generality we may assume that g is supported by the words

longer than 2n, because we may take g * ó\ — x¿,  instead of g, where x is a

sufficiently long word.  Let h

gk ~ gXk for A- = 0, 1.Then

X„ * g- hm = (x„ * g)xm  for w = 0,1,

2    (X„  * gk)Xr
k -11

and

It is easy to see that hm — 0 for m < n and (x„ * gi)x,

k — m — n, m — n + 2,... ,w + n. Since that for m > n:

0 for all A- except

IAJIÏ 2i   (Xn * gm-n+2k )Xr
ft=0

2   UXn* gm-n + 2k)X»,\\l+     2     ((Xn *«„-»+ 2i)Xm • (X« * 8«-»+2/)X«) •
/.^=0
A<1

By a simple computation (or see [1]) we have

(X„ * gm-n+2k)Xm « (X„ * Xn, -n+2k)Xn, < (2r ~   0   X,
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and

\Xm''Xn* gm-n + 21 IX m / ~   \Xm>Xn*gm-n^2// —   \ Xn * Xm ' gm-n~2//

=   ((Xn*Xm)gm-„ + 2/'gm-n + 2/)^(2''-   ! ) "~ ' H gm- n + 2/ H 2 •

So we obtain that

((Xn *gm-„ + 2t)Xm.(Xn * gm-n+2/)Xn,)^ (2r ~   \)"^    ~'i\gm-n+2i\\ |.

Hence

l*JH< 2 (2r-irilfM_/I+2Jl| + 2   2   (2r-ir*-'llgm_B+2/^
*=0 A./ = 0

A<1

2 (2r-\y+k-'\\gn_„+:%m-»+2< " -
*./=0
*<l

= (2r- l)"2«fc-.+2/IIÍ2 (2r-l)*"'
/>() A-0

<(2r- 1)" 2 llgm_„+2/ll!.
/--o

The last inequality follows from the fact that 2r — 1 > 3 when r > 2. Now we

conclude that

HAJIi<3(2r- 1)"2 llg„,-„ + 2Alli.
A = 0

Furthermore

H*llî =     1    IIAmlli<3(2r- 1)"    I      2 »Sm  „+2*Hi
m-n+ 1 m - n+ I  A-0

= 3(2/-- 1)" 2      2     llgm-,,f2JI^ = 3(«+ l)(2r- l)"||g||;.
k = 0  rW = « +   I

Hence Hx„ * gll2- IIf H2' <¡ [3(n + l)]1/2(2/- - 1)"/2. By Proposition we obtain that

IIX„llt|,<c1(3(«+ \)}l/2(2r- \)"/2 and by duality (*)

llxJI,.|«<qc2[3(«+l)]l/2(2r-l)"/2.

Theorem. Le/ G ¿>e a free group on r ( r 3= 2) generators. Then the Banach spaces of

the operators of strong type (2, 2) and of weak type (2, 2) commuting with the right

translations on G are not the same.

Proof. By the preceding Lemma and (**) we have that HxJI/.y« ' Hx„ H/j ~* 0- so

the norms II ■ II,_$,« and II • II,: are not equivalent on L\(G). Hence the Banach spaces

L\(G) and L\X(G) must be "different.

Remarks. Every nonabelian free group contains the free group on two generators

as the subgroup. So the foregoing theorem holds for all nonabelian free groups. In
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this case by standard application of Banach-Steinhaus theorem and closed graph

theorem we may easily attain that L\X'(G) is not an algebra under convolution.
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